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New l-lead Coach
Was Past Champ

SPORTS PAGE
EDITOR JEFF DENNARD

WAC wrestling champion one
year, alternate to the 1960 Olympics-these are the highlights in
the wrestling career of Ron
Jacobsen, head wrestling coa.ch at
UNM.
This is Ron's first year as head
coach. He has been assistant coach
for the last two years, and prior
to that coached a Navy Marine
team for one year while in the
service.
Has Strong Team
In a LOBO interview, Ron said

U. Soccer Players
Squash Tech, 5-1
New UNM head wrestling coach, Ron Jacobsen.

Meet the Lobos

UNM's Beitler
A Passing Whiz
Rick Beitler has not only
stepped into Stan Quintana's
shoes, he has filled them. The

Rick Beitler
Sophomore passing whiz.

Playground Improved
By Alpha Phi Omega
Playground equipment was installed at Martineztown Day Care
Center on Saturday, Oct. 15, by
UNM's service fraternity, Alpha
Phi Omega.
This was one of six service projects a semester the organization
does to serve the community.
. Any ex-Boy Scouts interested
in community and campus sel'V·
ices are invited to contact Alpha
Phi Omega for further information.

young passing whiz has already
set two school records with his
aerial wizardary and runs the
team with the poise of an old
timer.
Rick is a sophomore who move
up from last year's freshman
team and was an immediate
starter for the varsity. Even in
the Varsity-Alum game, while
still a freshman Beitler was
called on to fill the role as first
string signal caller.
Is Durango Product
A graduate of Durango High
of the same Colorado city, Rick
was an all-conference selection in
football, basketball and baseball.
During his senior year at Durango, Beitler made the all-state team
in football and was chosen to
play in the Colorado high school
all-star game.
Rick had probably his best
game in a losing .cause against
the Arizona Wildcats. Despite
a hard ·rush by the tough 'Cat
line Rick completed 14 of 29
passes for 220 yards. One of the
passes was caught by Emilio Vallez and went for a new conference
record, an 89 yard touchdown.
In completing the fourteen
passes, Beitler set a school record for a single game.
The 6-0, 174 pound hustler can
direct as well as pass. He has
become a competent field general
and has displayed confidence
rarly seen in sophomores. Watch
number 16 for the next three
years and you'll probably see
some offensive records set by
young Mr. Beitler.

The Lobo soccer team was held
to lower scores than the ones they
have been getting in previous
games as they met the challenge
of an oponent tougher than any
team met so far: the New Mexican wind, but they sill beat N.M.
Tech 5-l.
Often during play a shot to the
goal would be deflected by wind
and go wide of its mark and control of the ball was practically
impossible. So surprised and impeded by the wind were the Lobus
that they found themselves trailing by one goal in the A game
when New Mexico Tech was able
to score in a confused action in
front of the Lobo goal.
Trapani Scores
N.M. Tech did not enjoy its advantage long when a few minutes
later captian Trapani drilled a
long pass to left wing Adegunleye
who dribbled along the base line,
uncovered the center of the goal
by pulling the defense on himself and passed to right wing
Lima, who scored to tie the game.
UNM went ahead in the scoring on a magnificent shot by center forward Selahvarzi who scored
with a corner shot.
Continuous Scoring
The Lobos scored continuously
in the second half, scoring three
times and saw the opponents goal
posts bounce back three other
shots. Right halfback Ghermazion
scored from close in on a pass
play which covered almost the
total length of the field. UNM's
last score came after stealing the
ball.
The 5-1 win gave the Lobo A
team a 3·0 record for the season,
and a 11-1-2 record for their two
years of being an organized team.
The B teams record for the season is 2-0, after a 4-0 win over
N.M. Tech B team.

Up.

Listen to KUNM

try our new

WANT ADS
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:
4 line ad., 65c-4 times, SZ.OO. Inoertlon•
must be submitted by noon on da1 before
J>Ubl!catlon to Room 169, Student Publica•
tion• Building. Phone 277-4002 or Z77-C102.
SERVICES
TYPEWRITER oolcs & repair. Special
rates to UNM students on all machln ...
Free pickup & delivery. E & E Typewriter Service, 2217 Coal SE, J>hone 2430588.
FOR SALE
"'L""'A""'M:-:B:-:R:-:E:::TT::::-A:--sc.;.,tcr, 1961, good condi·
tion, $110.00. Call 242-9791, evenings
only. 10/13, 14, 17, 19. - - - - - TV's, used~ guaranteed. Several at $20
each. Also low-cost repair service. Call
255-9383, 298-2616 or 255-4024. 10/13,
14. 17, 19.
HELP WANTED
GIRL FRIDAY, mlll!t have experience ""
British girl guide. Flower arranging
helpfuL Make extra income knitting
snoods, also own or lease FM. radio set
and organiie Usteners to eniOll' Break·
fBSt with Beethoven, Lunch with Lillzt
and Dinner with DebUsSy, Your hoot,
KHFM, 96.3 Me.
MODELING-Fashion, Photo, Art. Experience not essentiaL Part·time. Call
256·7811, 255-4024, or 268-9746 evenings,
10 1 13, 14, 17, 19.
IS ygur wife busy? Can ohe qualify as a
seerdary 7 If' so, have her eon tact us
immediately. Excellent salary and working houl"8. Call Barnhill A!ISOCiat.es. Mn.
Sean, 265-7766. 10/17-ZG.
PERSONALS
DANCE with confidence. New classes beKinninK soon. You're: only steps.. away
from .fun and popularity. Special ar•
rnngcmcnts for orgnni7.ationa. Ca11 now
••• V. Meunier, 296-2223. 10/19-26.

· reat" •••
"G
a "fiesta"

associated students bookstore
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isn't hard
when you let
Cliff's Notes
be your guide.
Cliff's Notes
expertly surnm1a ri:ze
explain the plot and
characters of more than 125
major plays and novelsincluding Shakespeare's
works. Improve your
understanding-and your
grades. Call on Cliff's Notes
for help in any
literature course.

Letters asking for faculty volunteers to teach courses in the
Free University, which is planned
for Nov. 15 through Dec.16, have
been sent by the Committee on
the Free University.
Chairman Larry Clevenget•'s
letter aslted faculty members to
donate their time and knowledge
to instructing students in seminar-type classes considel'ing contemporary subjects.
The program is part of a trend
in mnjor universities toward estahlishing universities within
universities to nllow :;tudents to
parf.il'inate in classcJO not offc1·cd

125 Titles in all-among
them these favorites:
Hamlet • Macbeth • Scarlet Letter • l'ale
of Two Cities • Moby Dick • Return of the
Native • The Odyssey • Julius Caesar •
Crime and Punishment • The Iliad • Great
Expectations • Huckleberry Finn • King
Henry IV Part I • Wuthering Heights • King
Lear • Pride and Prejudice • Lord Jim •
Othello • Gulliver's Travels • Lord of
the Flies

$1 at your bookseller
~
orwrite:

...£11Jlka&

Cliff'S HDTES,IMC.
let~aay Slati11, Llocelo, Helr.ll515

•

PH. 255-4248

•

Tommorow evening's pep rally
and street dance in front of Johnson Gym will kick off ''Noise
Weekend" on campus as activities
go into high gear to stimulate enthusiasm for the regionally televised UNM-Brigham Young football clash this Saturday. The halfhour pep rally will begin at 7:30
and the dance will follow immediately.
Radio station KOB begins its
remote broadcasting with Johnny
Hyatt today at 2:30 in front of
Johnson Gym to help boost ticket
sales. In conjunction with several
student groups on campus, KOB
is sponsoring .a con test for the
University organization which has
the most tickets bought in its
name.
Instructions Given
Organizations wishing to enter
should instruct their former mem-

ear
originally scheduled had to be
canceled because of possible
danger to Johnson Gym.
Street Dance Follows
A street dance will begin \,~...
mediately following the rally. It
will last until 10 p.m.
Another contest to help boost
student spirit at the game Saturday jointly sponsored by the
LOBO, the cheerleaders, the Chaperrals, and Pep Council will
award a TGIF keg and a free
page in the MIRAGE, courtesy
of yearbook editor Pete Kendall,
to the organization which comes
up wjth the most original and
loudest noise associated with the
Lobos.
Has Two-Pronged Purpose
Operation "Noise Weekend"
was desjgned to boost both spirit
at the game and game attendance.
It \vas feared by University officials that Lobo fans might stay
home to watch the game on TV.
A spokesman for KOAT-TV, the
American Broadcasting Company
affiliate in Albuquerque which will
televise the game locally, said
that arrangements had been made
to retelevise the whole game on
Sunday. The spokesman said that
the fans would be permitted to
support the team Saturday and
get a chance to see themselves on
TV Sunday.

hers and supporters to pick up
tickets at the UN.M ticket office
between 2:30 and 7 p.m. today
and tomorrow. When they pick up
their tickets, they should ask the
ticket clerk to credit the organization of their choice for the ticket.
A twenty-dollar cash prize donated by Joe G. Maloof and Co.
will be awarded both Thursday
and Friday to the organization
with the most tickets .sold in its
name.
Prize for Noise Offered
Another twenty-dollar cash
prize will be given by KOB and
Maloof for the weirdest noise
that can be made at the pep rally
tomorrow night.
Coach Bill Weeks and the Lobo
team will be introduced at the
rally.
A spokesman for the rally told
the LOBO last night a bonfire

Professors Asked To Contribute
Time To Free University Classes

HAMLET

was broad-minded enough
to try somebody else's beer.
Then he went back to this one.

No. 20

p1r1t s1n

MAPPING OUT one of the many rally' signs in preparation for
the upcoming UNM-BYU game are (from left)' Bobbye Brown,
Gary Cone, and Connie, Chase busy UNM supporters. (LOBO
Photo by Pawley)

( Broad-mindedness
isn't everything.)
(Lomas at Washington)

3 7¥, ?11

----------tbr'·~~,~~r1 ---------------------------------------------
I/.7C......,.~o

i·n a plate

4330 Lomas N.E.

Vol. 70

are available at

New-t Stammer

'. People have been wondering/.&1
'Yr;ho that hairy, blank faced mon(;,ster is that wand~rs around in the
:/South Valley, We discovered last
{night that it was Bob Storey
dazed from football practice.

OUR SIXTY-SEVENTH YEAR OF EDITORIAL FREEDOM

Cliff's Notes

Fast.

CCilmpU·S

UNM Hootenanny
Auditions for the Sing-Out
Hootenanny are being held on
Oct. 24 and 25 at 7 p.m., in the
Union theater. All iterested
entertainers should try out in
such fields at folk-type or com.medy.

that he has a good· strong team
this year which is young and enthusiastic. "I think that we have
perhaps one of the strongest
teams that UNM has seen," he
said. His big problem, he indicated, is having no heavyweight
class at all, which will of course
hinder him in the meets. He said
that the team is very strong in
the 130-177 lb. weight classes,
though.
Jacobsen said that BYU, Wyoming and Arizona State are the
top three teams in the conference
and will be very hard to beat. But
he added, "I will be disappointed
if we take less than second in
conference," he said. Loi Sciarra
and Dan Jones, both seniors, are
co-captains this year. Both have
wrestled for the last three years.
Is M~jor Objective
"Being head coach is one of my
major objectives in life-next is
being a winning head coach," he
said, Jacobsen believes that the
future of wrestling at UNM js
very good-"it can only .go up."
Jacobsen says th11t he has the
Athletic Department support, and
wants to give them a good team.
Jacobsen encourages everyone
to come to the meets. He hopes to
hold clinics to inform the general
public about wrestling.

EXICOLOBO

EW

Make a note •••

Faculty Tickets
Faculty and staff that have
subscribed to the Concert Series
sponsored by the Associated Students may pick up tickets for
Nov. 4 performace of Itzhak
Perlman and the UNM Orchestra.
Tickets for LUV, the Broadway
hit comedy, may also be picked

•
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in the regular curriculum but
still of interest and importance
to the university community.
Unavailable Elsewhere
This type of class structure
would give students an opportunity to ubtuin mati!rl.a! of i.nte;:c::;t
that would be impossible to obtain through the route to a college degree. Clevenger said that
a subject would be considered
valid if the insh·ucto1• wanted to
teach it nnd there were students
who wanted to take it.
The framework ·for the l"ree
t:niversity would be a seminar
dn~s with diHcussion lender. The

class would meet for 3 hours a
week at a time convenient for
the instructor and students will
receive no grades or credits for
taking the classes.
The Free University is an outgrov,•th of tJ:n idc'l i'rl'm thl' Com·
mittee on the University for a
joint student, faculty, administra·
tion, alumni and graduate stu•
dent committee. The joint committee tool• the basis for the
idea from similar student-run
universitil's throughout the countrr. The,;(' programs offer a supplement t.n th!.' U nivel'sity curric-

ulu.

Student Senate Kills Bi II
•
On Coffee Refills In Unton
By BOB STOREY
A bill which would hnve asked
the Union Snack bar to reinstate
the policy of giving free refills
to students buying cups of coffee
was defeated by Student Semite
in its meeting last night.
Morrow Disappointed
Senator Baker Morrow, sponsor of the bill, said in a LOBO
interview that he was disappointed with the decision. "I can see
Mr. Bierbaum's point of view,"
.Morrow said. Bierbaum is Ditec-

tor of the Union. "He is trying to
watch out for the student's money and balance the budget," Morrow said.
"As I see it there seems to be
two aspects to this thing," Morrow continued. "He (Birebaum)
has to look out for the student's
money and we as senators are
trying to see that the students
get the most benefit for their
money.''
Uefills Uequested
Morrow said that in the bill he

·----------------------------------

Resolutions Passed
Two resolutions were passed yesterday by the UNM
chapter of the American Association of University Professors objecting to the present relationship between the Selective Service System and the University.
Both resolutions will be introduced, according to their
sponsors, at the general faculty meeting soon.
One resolution that requested the UNM administration
not to provide the Selective Service with information on
student grades and records that could be used in classifying
students was introduced by UNM Philosophy Department
Chairman, Dr. Paul Schmidt.
The second resolution protested the theory of student deferment and suggested that a lottery system be insituted instead. It was introduced by Dr. Carl Selinger of the Law
Department.
The resolutions were introduced at a previous meeting
two weeks ago to start a eampus dialogue on the issue.

had introduced there were four
provisions designed to help solve
many of the complaints the Union
had about the policy of offering
free refills. The staff had com·
plained about stud~nts asking
about refills for beverages other
than coffee, students who would
just pick up a cup of coffee, and
the fact that students lingered
around the Union too long over
their coffee.
"To help solve some of these
things I proposed that the refill
policy aply only to coffee and that
personnel be stationed to discourage students who get coffee
without paying,'' Morrow said.
No Lingering
"I also·proposed that the Snack
Bar be closed from 2:45 to 3:15
to clea1· the place out and let employees have a chance to clean
it,'' he continued. "The practice
would also make students who
were just sitting around leave.''
"I feel that by doing this we
will he able to serve more students," Morl'oW said, "but still
help the Union out." He added,
"it sure is n shame that some·
thing can't be worked out if we
try to cooperate,'' Morrow said.
In other action befot•e Senate
last night the following presidential apointments were announced; Rick Bolton to Attorney
Genetal, Bill Grego1•y to Student
Court, Larry Clevenger, Jeffan
Yell, and John Antestate to the
Free University Committee.

Next spring, the Committee on
the University will formulate the
framework and the plans for a
Free University at UNM. The
previous project was supported by
student government and one session·was sc1teduled and held.
Response Good
The response was so good that
the classes were filled the first
day of registration. The :Project
got mixed reaction after clnsses
started but the overall idea and
principles were accepted and supI>orted. Stud(mt government then
accepted responsibility for the
Free University and established
nn Executive committee to set up
and supervis!.' a Free Universjty
each semester.
·
Cou1·ses offered in Free Universities throughout the nation
included studies of American foreign policy, the Negro revolution, .
extremism, emerging nations,
author studies, beat poetry, and
JOHNNY HYATT, KOB radio
announcer, will begin broadcastdevelopments in aerospace sciening remote today at 2:30 in front
ces.
of Johnson Gym in an effort to
However, topics for classes are
help boost ticket sales for tit-'
usually based on those which inregionally televised UNl\1-BYU
terest the instructor.
game this Saturday.
1

LOBO
Football Contest
WIN TICKETS TO DON PANCHO'S
ART THEATER
New Mexico
Arizona St.
Utah
Wyoming
New Mexico St.

BYU
Oregon St.
Arizona
Utah St.
West Texas

New Mexico vs. BYU total points------1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Contest rules
Contest is open to UNM students only,
Only ONE entry will be accepted !rom each contestant and Every game
must be J>iekcd.
Contestants must pick total points on UNM gllllle and in elli!e of a tie
the contestant coming cldsest will be de<lared the winner.
Entries must be received at the Lobo office by 6 p.m. Friday.
1:o member of Student PublieatloM is eligible !or J>rizes.
Winner will receive four tickets !or the football season to Don Pancho's

Theater.
7. Entries wll .n, judged by the Lobo sports steff.
8. In ease or ties the prizes wlll be divided among the winnem,

NAME
ADDRESS

PHONE

ANHEUSER·BUSCH, INC, • •ST. LOUIS • NEWARK • LOS Ar.GELES ~ l'AMPA • HOUSTON

•,

• • /-t,
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Ambassador in Levi's

~cuadorian Bus Ride Is Thrillin

By MORITZ THOMSEN
tie, for instance, could never con(Editor's Note: This is the fifth ceive of or, if he could, would must surely be several thousand the air, and found himself staring into the face of a Gringo.
of a series of articles in which sta1•t him up screaming from his feet below sea level.
This
impression
was
enforced
He was thunderstt-uck. His face
Moritz 'l'homsen, a former bog bed at night.
by
a
steadily
growing
humidity
took
on an expression of loving
raiser, writes of his experiences
Ride'n Roll
which
app1•oached
100
per
cent
at
kindness;
it was obvious he loved
as a Peace Corps volunteer.)
'fhe reason Dr. l(aplan ·is W01'- the coast along a narrow, gently Gringos. He began to pat my
Until you ride in one for a ried about bus drivers is that last rolling stretch of farm hmd head, And he began to talk. He
considerable distance, there's year's group of volunteers had planted almost entirely of ba- talked a torrent of Spanish at
something touchingly sweet and barely arrived when two of them nanas.
me.
naive 1:1bout an Ecuadorian bus; were in a bus which went off the
Encounter With Local Man
But I can scarcely understand
they all look as though they had road and rolled over several times.
On this trip to Machala to perfect Castilian when it is enunNot only the volunteers were inBten designed by a 6-year-old kid.
They are short, fat and perky, jured but many of the passengers catch the coastal steamer for ciated clearly and slowly, let
' Guayaquil, I made my first close alone the costal Spanish with its
painted in bright colors, striped as well.
emotional contact with a national. slurred and jazzy sounds, especOf
course,
as
volunteers,
they
like a l11yer cake. They are so1•t of
1
might as well confess right now ially when it has been well mixed
had
been
thoroughly
briefed
on
feisty looking, sort of pregnant
that
this contact was not exactly with alcohol.
looking. Some even seem to smile. first aid techniques and what to
sensational
and that I did not proHalf-Wit
Riding in one you undergo a do in this particular situation- ject very successfully
the Peace
step
one,
step
two,
and
so
on.
personality change which is truly
Corps image.
I couldn't understand a word
''Now what was the first thing
profound; you take on a degree
got
on
the
bus
some
place
he
said, not one single word, and
He
of innocence, lost since childhood, you did?" Dr. Xaplan asked one up in the mountains above La I had to sit there mile after mile,
and you feel like a paper cutout, of the recuperating volunteers, Toma, or rather he was poured smiling like a dummy, with everyvery simple and uncomplicated, getting out his pad and preparing onto the bus by some friedns of one on the bus watching me with
riding in a bus drawn with red to organize a report.
"Well, doc," the volunteer said, his who I'm convinced were glad increasingly pitying expressions
or green crayons.
to see him go, a man of about 40 on their faces as it slowly dawned
"it was a real dramatic scene:
Pain Replaces Innocence
with
a foxy little black moustache on them, one by one, that the
overturned bus, bodies all over, all
When you can't afford to be drowsy,
and
quick
black button-hole eyes.
Gringo was a half-wit. My friend
On long trips, this feeling of in- that sort of thing. To tell you the
inattentive, or anything less than a/1
nocence is slowly replaced by feel- truth, the first thing I did was The1·e was no place for him to sit· finally gave up. He crouched in
there . .. here's how to stay on top,
ings of pain, since Ecuadorian take a bunch of pictures, I su1·e on the bus, so he squatted in the the aisle and dozed, but he awoke
VERV Continuous Action Alertness
buses are not designed for peo- hope they turn out; they're all in aisle, put his head in my lap and from time to time to gaze at me
Capsules deliver the awakeness of
aut.
and
shake
his
head
with
this
terquietly
passed
ple over five-feet-eight.
color."
two
cups of coffee, stretched out
ribly
baffled
look
on
his
face.
The reason the buses are so
Memorial First Ride
Face to Face
It was a look of anguish for
up to six hours. Safe
fat is that three people sit on each
My first long bus ride took
The bus rushed down the moun- me, for me, the escaped but harmand non-haP it-forming.
side of a 12-inch aisle. When you place
on the run between Loja tain slope, vibrating and pulsat- less crack brain, wandering lost,
are traveling in the rural areas
and Michala in the southern part ing, and my friend gradually dazed, and speechless in a strange
which is practically all of th~ of Ecuador after two weeks of in- sifted
onto the floor where he and distant country. And, to tell
time, this impression of riding in country training with Byron slept for a couple of hours. He you the truth, for about three
something conjured by a first- Dahl.
awoke suddenly after one particu- hours there on that plunge to the
grader is increased by the fact
I was on my way to rejoin a
larly .spectacular bump had coast, this was exactly how I saw
con t'muous Act1on
that a good percentage of the part of my group for a couple of thrown him about three feet 1·n
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
m.
:
.
:
.
:
_ys::;e:.
:
lf__:•
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
~~t_n_es_s~~.P.su_les
__
2:::...:=:::=::!L_
trevelers will be carrying chickens days of conferences with Thomas
or baby pigs or bunches of ba- Guerrero, our Heifer-Peace Corps
nanas or exotic things that only representative in Guayaquil.
a child with a beautifully uninIt was at this meeting that we
hibited imagination would ever
would
finally find out where each
draw into a bus.
of us would live and work. All we
Ewes and Boots
knew at this point was that we
I saw one bus south of El would all meet in Guayaquil and
Tambe, for instance, with about that we would all be stationed on
12 sheep, their feet. trussed with the coast, which is something like
ropes, riding up on top and an- saying that our area of work had
other dozen or so old ewes riding been narrowed down to a region
down with the passengers with about the size of Northern Call"!f!eir heads sticking out the wjn- ifornia.
UP
HEADQUARTERS
MODELS
dows.
In an 8-bour trip of steadily
oJS':!t...v
Coming upon something like plunging descent roughly equivalthis 'SUddenly can be so traumatic ent in distance to the drive bethat it can change your whole tween Donner Summit and Sacralife. It displays not only the in- mento, differing mainly in that
nocence of childhood, but the the mountains above Loja are apMATERIALS
cruelty, too. If the painter Paul proximately twice as high as Donhrttst Stloctln
Xlee had seen that bus he would ner, we ran the gamut of temperIa IH <ltr Ia StiKk
have died with joy or given up ature variations.
-IOI!Tltleo
Sl.OO ORLON MOHAIR
painting for photography.
Down, Down, Down
IISTlucnOI
10015
It is little things like this that
ARTIFICIAL
OR
The bus started out at 6:30 in
sweep the cobwebs out of the brain the morning in mountain country
F...t...- ::o co~.,. 31 .....,. _ c..,.
21 col~ - Madra• C.,.s & Tiuun.- Wlr•ONLY
and make a Gringo, grounded in which was slightly chilly, and we
Staaen1- Lh,dd Resina- Molds- O,.t, etc.Am
Puritan tradition, search for a ended up by early afternoon caCookl"l Cf)latalo - c..n.lo Holdora - IWnloluro
OVER 150 SHADES
Figu~es- ~ •it• containing oil you~ to MOlle
new definition of reality.
4oz.WOOL
reening through jungle, beneath
........._~!.Santo 0.•,.•-0...me Ploln&
Bu.., GiO.Iil Follu. c....--.,.- Swiaa s.Drivers are Legendary
trees which each dipped with
DiniNG WORSTED
- Glo.. ..t Plasllc T<!o!r ~· 011:., BoNo 1¥ t1oe
Foot- c..h Motola - Wlc:t.J,.- Sainta.
leg.l.9t Retail
6"~
One . of the stories they tell about twelve hundred bucks worth
COATS & CLARK
about the Ecuadorian bus driver of . orchids. And the whole trip
&AIIIEIII' lAGS
, .. 2NEW
IIOW Dlf SALE KISSIIIG aALt. ott
-.IOHAit-NYLot-W0C1L
is that whenever he runs off the was down hill, hour after hour of
nu o••••rn ms
road and kills a few of the pas- steady descent until you began
WOOl 01 MOIICOU
to
feel
a
little
hysterical
half
Jlengers without killing himself
loo, he immediately goes into hid: convinced that by this tim'e you
ing in some distant part of the
country so that the bereaved can't
even up the score.
This may or may not be true
but it is true that as newly ar~
rived Peace Corps volunteers we
PQurar
were briefed on the health hazard,
LMLEFIELD
I ADAMS
of Ecuador and given to understand that probably the greatest
lt. I G£NERAL BIOLOGY
Winokur .. •. • • • .. • •. • • • ,.$1.71·
·
health hazard would be overconfi.
. . ,.
dent and wildly optimistic bus
11.13 PRINCIPLES AND PROBLEMS · '
OF ECONOMICS · Murad • • •• $US J
d;ivers who, filled with joie de
1
v1vre or perhaps a shot or two of
Nt. 16 AMERICAN GOVERNMENT
Posey ... ~ • , ..• ~ .
$1.•
traigo, have a tendency to plunge
No. 23 INTROOUCTION·TO SOCIoff cliffs into bottomless Andean
OLOGY l!oucek &Warren
$1.75
gorges or crash headlong into
No.
28
AMERICAN
HISTORY
banana trucks-or each other.
BEFORE 1877 Billington •• $1.75
Face Great Hazards
No.
27 AMERICAN HISTORY
I am glad to report now after
AFTER
1865 Billington •.. $1.75
,having traveled on several' dozen
t!l. :i:J LEAOING CASES ON THE
of Equadorian buses, that our
CONSTITUTION Bartholomew $2.25
Peace Corps doctor, Dr. Steve
184 TITLES COVERING COURSES IN 15 FIELDS OF LEARNING
No.
52 ENQLJSH ESSENTIALS
Kaplan, was unduly worried and
Nelson . . . . . . . . . . . $1.50
that the bus drivers are almost inNo. 109 GENERAL CHEMISTRY
College Outlines • Student Outlines • Scholarly Reprints
variably an overworked underDunbar • . • • • • • . ••• $1.75
paid, highly competent: sober,
No.
64 HISTORY OF CIVILIZATION
good-humored bunch who have an
BEFORE 1648
a~ul lot of curves to navigate.
Bernstein lrGreen •• $1.11
Lets face it; you can't win them
Ht.
85
HISTORY
OF CIVILIZATION
all.
l:INCE 1648
Bernstein & Grottl $2.11
Ecuadorian roads, for the most
part, are graveled and twisting
II. 17 HISTORY OF EDIICAYION
Cordueo • • • • • • .. • •$11111
and if it's true that courage i;
simply a lack of imagination, I
... '17 REVIEW OUTLINE OF
PSYCHOLOGY McKeachlt ff,W
would guess that Ecuadorian bus
drivers are the most unimaginaNt. 8D AN OUTLINE OF LOGIC
Shlrvy • ~ ..... -.. • • • • • -•••,.
tive people in the world; certainly
their profession holds hazards
11. 40f PICTORIAL HISTORY OF
I'IIILOSOPIIY Runes • , • •• $1.41
that the Greyhound driver on the
run from San Francisco to Seat-
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SUPPORTS VIET NAM WAR
-"FRANK EMSPAii'S speech Wednesday night defending
the National Liberation Front was welcomed. A free exchange and discussion of ideas is vital to any college campus.
The LOBO must go on record, however, as completely
disagreeing with Emspak's views.
Emspak claimed that the NLF was a reaction to American supported oppression in the South. He said that in
December of 1960, the NLF was not a predominantly Communist movement.
Asked if the U.S. was wrong in liberating France in 1944,
Emspak replied that the country was then fighting racism
and that it was now supporting it.
IT IS HARD for the LOBO to credit any of Emspak's beliefs. The National Liberation Front did indeed exist as a
nationalist movement against the French for independence.
But to picture it as an organization that continued in existence after independence to represent the Vietnamese people is wrong.
The National Liberation .Front was "reactivated" in 1960
by the North Vietnamese Communist Party, the Lao Dong
Party, after General Giap publicly announced, "The North
is the revolutionary base for the whole country.''
It is apparent that the sole reason for the NLF's I'esurrection by the Communists was as a tool of spreading terror
and pressing the Communist concept of a war of "liberation" in the South.
The LOBO does not agree with Emspak that the
United States would increase its world prestige by pulling
out of South Viet Nam and recognizing the NLF.
The United States has made a committment to protect
the South Vietnamese people from the aggression of their
ove1·zealous neighbors to the North. If that agreement is
broken, the U.S. will not gain any prestige. The resulting
lost of prestige to the U.S., however, would probably be a
blow from which it would never fully recover.
As for fighting fascists in World War II, the LOBO sees
little difference between Communism and fascism. Both are
systems of tyrannical government by a few from which the
masses are not only excluded but deliberately suppressed
rmd made slaves of the state.
The U.S. isn't supporting fascism in South VietNam; it
is taking a courageous stand against that type of government.
THEWAR in South VietNam will continue to be as brutal
as it is long. It is neither glamorous nor particulary patriotic. Perhaps those who support the war and fight it are act.-!'ally more idealistic than those who oppose it.
THE LOBO supports the war in South VietNam.
-Jim Jansson.

SDS Meeting

Cutter Writes Book

Students for a Democratic Society will hold an open meeting
on Thursday, Oct. 20, at 8 p.m.,
in Room 253 of the Union. The
agenda will include a discussion
of the question ''What is SDS ?"
The war in Viet Nam, the coming
Congressional elections, and student activism will also be considered.

Dr. Donald Cutter, professor of
history at UNM, is the coauthor
of a book in Spanish about the
18th century naturalist Tadeo
(Thaddeus) Haenke and the Malaspina expidition of the late
1700's. It is the tenth in a series
published by the department of
naval historical studies of Argentina.

LETTER.S TO THE EDITOR
PRAISES INTERNATIONAL
CLUB
,
Dear Sir:
A considerable word of praise
is owning to Mr, John Bakas and
his entire admini~trative staff of
International Club for the super
Int-ernational Club dinner program of Sunday evening, It is
indeed remarkable that the foreign students on this campus are
able to assemble themselves and
work together in the form of a
single Associated Students constituted body,
The formidable barriers to such
a union (one need only consider
the multilingual nature of the
club's membership) are easily
appreciated. Mr. Bakas has consistently demonstrated a unique
talent in coordinating the various
desires of the club with those of
the many other students who desire to know more fully the international cultures residing in
this university community.
It is my understanding that under Mr. Bakas' direction this
year's International Club activities will be augmented considerably, both quantitatively and qualitatively. I must urge all those
unfamiliar with this splendid organization to become so during
the year.
Membership is open to all students and one's support to this
cause could surely be taken as a
tolrcn of a larger philosophical
-c{)mmitment to the United Nations. Congratulations again to
Mr. Bakas and all those who
made Sunday's program a success.
Robert Robinson
LOBO REBUKED
Dear Sir:
Permit us to raise a point concerning the emancipation, equality and freedom of husbands and
wives. We have patiently tried to

Service Sorority
Begin$ on Campus
Names of 36 UNM coeds formally pledged by Apowa, new service sorority on campus, have been
announced by Miss Sylvia Topp,
Albuquerque, Apowa president.
They include Susan Moore,
Marcia Barnett, Marilyn Savitt,
Mary Catherine Mayfield, Nancy
Zachewicz, Billie Atkins, Thelma
Gioni, Susan Myers, Docia Bothell, Sandra Neeley, Pat Niemeyer,
Susan Quan, Kathy Hickerson,
Carol Klaus, Phyllis Schubert,
Jaynee Fonticchio, Marcia Smock,
Linda Thompson, Angela Jung,
Pat Jimenez, Kathy Hutchinson,
Mary Kerrigan and Mrs. William
Mahon, all of Albuquerque; Marcia Welch, Farmington; Mary
Quirmbach, Alamogordo; and Angela Sanchez, Los Lunas.

Contest Winners
To Receive Books
Book prizes will go to winners
in a mathematics contest to be
conducted from 9 a.m. until noon
Nov. 5 in Anthropology 101.
Designed to discover mathematical talent in high schools, the
contest stresses ingenuity over
formal knowledge.
The contest is sponsored by the
Albuquerque 'Council of Teachers
of Mathematics and the UNM
department of mathematics and
statistics. Prof. A. P. Hillman will
serve as contest chairman.

explain to newspaper reporters,
editors, radio, and TV, our strong
opposition to the common practice
of identifying a wife by reference
to her husband's name, profe~sion
and situation. We believe this is
a highly unfair practice.
Has not each person the right
and dignity to be identified in
his own name--free, equ11I and
independent in thought and action? Why dp we continue a custom that suggests that wife or
husband is an attachment dangling from the other, needing his
name and position? Are not married persons responsible and independent in their words and
deeds?
In the name of justice we ask
you to refer to eac;h person by
his own name and position, with
his own dignity and freedom,
without reference to the other.
Can we not hold different viewpoints on many topics?
We believe this is an essential
attitude in an intelligent world uf
active wives and husbands expressive of their love.
Paul F. Schmidt

Profe~sor and Chairman
Department of Philosophy
Gail Baker Schmidt
Graduate Student in
Write-in Peace Candidate
.English

ASKS STUDENTS HELP
Dear Editor:
I'm asking for the help of the
student body. Yesterday between
8:15 a.m. and 5 p.m. someone hit
my parked VW in the Santa Clara
lot. The left side of the car and
the steering were badly damaged.
That someone didn't leave me a
note and didn't notify the campus
police either. The crash must have
made a lot of noise and I'm almost sure that some student must
have seen it. I'm offering a ten
dollar reward to anyone who witnessed the accident who will contact me. If anyone of you reading
this article saw the accident
please contact me at 298-8586 or
at 8720 Princess Jeanne NE. Any
information you can give me will
be appreciated.
Sincerely,
Ernie Romero

<Olllt !IAN 1l®Jt'1E
Sex, Drugs and
Arc Welding

in Berkeley
By ARTHUR HOPPE
San Francisco ChTonicle

Dr. Max Rafferty, California Superintendent _of P_ublic Inst~ucti~n,
has announced the fall curriculum for the Umversity of Califorma.
As you know he says the University is now offering "a four-year
course in sex, 'drugs and treason."
So with the semester just opening, I dropped over to Berkely to
see how the students were getting along in. these new fields of study.
Typical, perhaps, was Miss Flossie Pettibone, a wide-eyed young
.
.
.
.
coed with an armload of books.
"I'm majoring in treason this term," said Miss Pettibone, a little
breathlessly, "minoring in drugs."
No
sex?I wanted to take some," she s;:nd
. f rowmng,
.
"b u t I could n,
't
"Gosh,
work it in because I've got band practice on Wednesday afternoons.

...---
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Navy Jets Raid
As Rains Cease
By United Press International
SAIGON- Mon~oon rains over
North Viet Nam' eased, and US
jets mounted a series of devastating raids. Some of the strikes
were against targets near the vital port of Haiphong. Navy Jets
from the aircraft carrier constellation destroyed or damaged at
least 14 barges and tug boats
near Haiphong. Other Navy
planes blasted boat repair and
support facilities 37 miles east of '
Haiphong, heavily damaging at
least one building. Air Force
planes destroyed a barge equipped
with a crane and docks and 21
other barges near Dong Hoi, the
southernmost city in North Viet
Nam.
Johnson Stresses Peace
WELLINGTON, New Zealand
-President Johnson stressed a
theme of peace-rather than war
-in an address before the New
Zealand Parliament. Speaking in
Wellington, the president challenged North Viet Nam to join
the United Ststes and Southeast
Asia countries in a war against
poverty, disease and hunger. Mr.
Johnson-on a six-nation tour of
the Far East-proceeds tonight to
Australia-the next stop on his
way to next week's Manila summit conference.
Flier Charges Missions
WASHINGTON - A former
Navy pilot who flew 125 missions
over Viet Nam has charged that
U.S. fliers were assigned unnecessary· and dangerous missions.
Norde Wilson, now of Wahpeton,
North Dakota, says the missions
were aimed at improving the
image of their commanders. The
ex-flier said that planes often
were sent on missions with only
one-quarter of a bomb load. He
said this would require several

missions where one could have
done the job. The defense department denies the charge.
Three-Seat Spaceship Being
Readied
CAPE KENNEDY-The U.S.
space agency says a three-seater
Apollo spaceship is being readied
at Cape Kennedy for flight, but
no date has been set for the
launch. However, the agency said
a decision on who will man the
craft has been made. The astronauts will be Virgil Grissom, Edward White and Roger Chaffee.
Informed sources say the flight is
scheduled for the first week of
December.
Negro Youths Beat Students,
Teachers
OAKLAND, California-Negro
youths beat up teachers and
white students yesterday in an
Oakland, California, high school.
Five teachers were hurt and
numerous school windows smashed
by the rock-throwing teen-agers.
Officials closed the school early in
the afternoon to prevent further
disturbances. One official blamed
the outburst on a three-day school
boycott called to protest alleged
discrimination against Negroes.

Schedule of Films
Set for this Week
"Rosho-Mon," a well-known
Japanese movie making a return
engagement in the Foreign Film
Series, will be shown twice, 7
and 9 :30 p.m. tomorrow in the
theater of the Union.
It will be followed Friday by
"Meet Me in St. Louis," a film
classic starring Judy Garland and
Margaret O'Brien. It will also be
shown twice. Tickets for both
performances will be sold at the
door. The public is invited.

Harvard Delegate
To Visit Campus

-t1

"SHE SAYS THAT GEORGE HAMILTON IS
THINKING OF MAKING A WAR PICTURE."

Conference Slated
Marriage as a life long committment will be stressed by the
Dominican Fathers in a Pre-Cana
Conference to be held at the
Aquinas Newman Center Oct. 23,
24, and 25 from 7-9 p.m. each
night. Fr. Thomas Flynn, O.P.,
will direct the conference aided
by Dr. Everett McCaughey, Albuquerque gynecologist; Quentin
Mischke, a banker; and Mr. and
Mrs. William Zimmer of the UNM
community.

2312 CENTRAL SE
ACROSS FROM UNM
CONCERT HALL
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So the students have adjusted easily to the new cirriculum. And you
can certainly see the value of such life adjustment courses as sex and
drugs.
But, frankly, I fear Dr. Rafferty and these other progressive edu·
cationalists are going too far in placing such emphasis on treason.
True, it may well broaden a student's scope, but certainly one function
of a university is to prepare our youth to earn a living.
So, I'd strongly suggest substituting arc welding. For, say what you
wi!I, the career opportunities in treason these days are severely
limited.

By Dan O;Neil/

fashion Draws The Lin
Be it squiggly or straight Carol makes the
fashion picture ln her black and white
dress of squiggles. 55% acrylic, 45% woof.
Sizes 7·13.

$35
All ··THIS PlUS S&H GRI:EN STAMPS

Marti zips straight into this fashion
picture in her 100% cotton knit dress.
Plum/gold and green/gold. Petite
sizes 5-13.

$12
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ORANGE BLOSSOM
DIAMOND RINGS

* * *

A shame. "Well," she said, "it's not required, ~o.u know, for treason
majors. And Holly-that's my roomate-she's taK:ng General Sex 1:'and it's all about genes and chromosomes and thmgs and, honest, 1t
sounds like kind of a drag.
"Besides, I've got two labs a week already !n DrugS: 32-that's Applied Drug Making-and I'm not too good m expenments. I mean
today I was supposed to make lysergic acid and it came out Dristan
and, boy, was the T.A. sore.
,
.
. .
"Of course if I can get by Drugs 32, I wouldn t mmd takmg some
sex next. Like maybe 132. That's Strange Marriage Customs around
the World and it sounds like a snap course. But then you've got to
talk them out of the prerequisites and they're pretty stuffy, I hear."
And how did Miss Pettibone like treason ?
"Oh, it's terrif. We've got this real dreamy prof who's got this lock
of hair that keeps falling down over one eye and when he talks to
you . . ." Miss Pettibone sighed. And then she frowned.
,
"Of course, right now we're taking the basic snrvey course, so there s
lots of names and dates and that kind of junk to memorize. But next
year, I can take Treason 116. :rhat's Appl~ed Tre~sonable Activities,
like building barricades, operatmg clandestme rad1os and that sort of
stuff. Doesn't it sound exciting?"
I asked what Miss Pettibone planned to be when she graduated.
"Well I don't know " she said. "I guess I'd like to get a job for a
while. But what I realiy want to be is a housewife."
And why was she majoring in treason? "Well, like I said, sex is a
drag and I'm not too good in drugs and you've got to major in. s~me
thing. So my counsellor recommended treason. And I guess Its as
good as anything."

Mr. Richard L. Noh!, a member
of the Admissions Board at the
Harvard University Graduate
School of Business Administration will be at UNM on Monday,
Oct. 31, to talk to men an~ women
interested in graduate study in
business.
Requirements for admission for
the two-year course, leading to
a degree of Master in Business
Administration (M.B.A.), include
a colleg'e degree in any field of
concentration, a standing in at
least the top third of the class,
and a record of achievement in
campus activities, business, the
military, or elsewhere.
For outstanding students in
each first-year class, there are
70 fellowships available, representing nearly 10 per cent of the
class. Approximately 35 per cent
of the Harvard Business School
student body also makes use of
the deferred payment or loan
program which enables all students admitted to the Harvard
M.B.A. Program to attend even
though their sources of funds are
inadequate.
Mr. Nohl is a graduate of the
University of Michigan and the
Harvard Business School. Seniors,
or others, wishing to talk to him
should contact H. M. Campbell,
Director of Placement.

coat & · suit department'
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Casserole Is the Answer
To Old Casserole Gripe
By JAY ROSENBERG
If yo~ have been dil~gently
cooking casseroles accordm~ to
the recipes which I have provr~ed,
yo~r companions are now askmg
themselves "How many casseroles
do we haveI to eat anyway.?" D on't
answer them. Instead, feed them:
HOWMANY CASSER-OLE
Everyone who tastes Howmany
Casserole will ask you for the
recipe, You have my permission to
tell them. To feed four people, assemble the following:
lib. Ground Beef
lh lb. Mild Cheddar Cheese
2 cans (#2) Golden Hominy
1 can (#2) Tomato Sauce
(No. 2 cans are approxi~a..te.ly 4
inches high and 3 mches m diameter. Most cans are No. 2 cans)
Procedure: Grate the cheese.

Saute the meat in butter and
onions. Season well with:
Salt Pepper, Paprika, Garlic
Powde~·, Oregano, Cumin and a
to~ch of Cayenne. (Watch the
Cayenne; it's hot!)
Drain off the fat. Add the tomato sauce. (Remember to open
the can first.) In your casserole

Guests Like Meol
But Take 7Flogs

Newman Changes
Times of Masses
Beginning on Sunday, the Newman center will have a different
mass schedule. Masses will be
held at 7:15, 8:30, 9:4~, 11:00,
12:15, and 4:30.
·
Students are reminded that the
4:30 mass on Mondays and Thursdays is accompained with guitars
and the folk idiom. This adaptation is provided to help make the
Liturgy more meaningful.

The caste system of India will
be the topic under discussion at
the meeting on Oct. 23 of the
Indo-American Association. The
meeting will be held at 7:30 p.m.,
Room 250C, in the Union.

listen to KUNM
90.1 Mcs.

Rent Fully Equipped Cars
FREE Pick-U and Delivery
RETURNING RODEY ACTORS Alicia S~veetman ~~:nd Paul
t
t f five drama maJors returnmg fJ."om
Thomas are on1Y wof ou ~ 0 a Wilde's The Importance of
summer stock to per orm In scFr "d y Oct 21 and will run
Being Earnest. The play opens ri a
•
through Oct. 28.

D. I NE - 255-7784
This Sundav:
Four Entrees from
which to choose ·

·c~~BUFFET

ATTEND THE BYU GAME OCT. 22

UNM Student Special
All Y9u Can Eat $1.00

•

•

EVERY SUNDAY NIGHT FROM 7:00P.M •

The dinner was a success b~t
the flags were not meant to be
taken after the dessert, said John
Bakas, president of the UNM
International Club. ·
The club's first International
Dinner last Sunday night in the
Union Ballroom drew more than
425 people. The hall was decorated
with flags from 28 countries, all
borrowed
from · Albuquerque
schools. The Ballroom was locked
up after the dinner and the cleanup committee early Monday morning found severi of the 28 flags
were gone. They had been taken
from the flagpole stands upon
which they had been placed.
The flags taken were those of
Greece, Cuba, India, Honduras,
Haiti, China and the UN.
"We would like them backand no questions asked," Bakas
said. "If we don't get them back,
if the people who took them as a
prank won't return them, the club
wm have to pay for them.''
Bakas requested that the flags
be returned to the News Bureau
in the journalism building.

"OPERATION JINGLE BELLS": Unh•ersity students are filling about 1000 of the 2200 "ditty bags"
allotted Albuquerque by the U.S. military to provide Christmas gifts for every serviceman in Viet
Na_m. Overlooking a suggestion board is Dan Dennison, Associated Students president, shown with
l{ri_S Wollner. (left), member of Apowa, new service sorority at UNM, and Lynn Collins, Phi Mu sorority, both Signed up for 50 bags each. They arc due Oct. 28 in time for a Nov. 1 mailing.

South· Vietnamese Leaders
To Visit Here Next Week
~~

Sixteen South Vietnamese national and local leaders will be in
Albuquerque next week for a fourday workshop in community development.
The Southwestern Cooperative
Educational Laboratory, Inc.
(SWCEL), under a contract with
the Agency for International Development (AID) is in charge of
the Albuquerque program. It. will
emphasize rural communities,
government-citizenship relations,
and the role of government in
meeting needs of the people, in the
areas of safety, health, recreation, and education.
The Vietnamese are coming to
the United States as part of the

Are you
discontented
enough
to work for

Need a Freezer

Class on Shoeing
Held at Arizona U

G. E.?

TUCSON, Ariz. (CPS) -· Do
you have an anvil you can bring
to class? How about an 18-cubic
foot freezer for storing horses'
feet?
Well then, "instructor Zip Peterson wih welcome you with open
arms to his basic course in the
art of shoeing the horse at the
University of Arizona.
The non-credit course is being
offered for the first time and has
piqued the interest ?f horsemep
country-wide, accordmg to Umversity officials.
Peterson, a local farrier (blacksmith) who .specializes in shoeing gaited horses and in hoof
therapy, completed his work in
fatrier training at Michigan State
University. He will cover the
structure, care and proper maintenance of the animal's hoof.
Horses' hooves are in abundant
supply, but the search for a freezer in which to store them goes on.
As does the search for anvils.

'Half ASixpence'
Pleases Audience
Does water pollution bug you? Or smog? Does It
concern you that some places in the country never
have enough teachers? Or nurses? And when you
read about the growing pains of a developing nation, do you wish you could do something?
You can. Thousands of General Electric people
are helping to solve the problems of a growing,
changing world.
Generating more (and cheaper) electricity with
nuclear reactors. Controlling smog in our cities
and pollution in our streams. Using electronics to
briog the teaching skills of an expert into many
classrooms at once, the trained eyes of a nurse
into many hospital rooms at once.
If you're not content with the world as it Is •••
and if you have the brains, imagination and drive
to help build a better one, we'd like to talk to you.
See the man from G.E. during his next campus
visit. Come to General Electric, where the young
men are important men.

Da·mes Club
The· Kappa Chapter of the
UNM l;lames ~llub will meet
Thursday, Oet. 20, at 7:30 p.m.,
in Room 231C of the Union. Mr.
Don Schreiner will show slides of
Europe. Election of "Dame of. the
Month" :for October will be part
of the business meeting. Hostesses
will be Mr. Terry Adcock and
Mrs. Michael Haight. All wives
of married students or married
women attending UNM are in,
vited to attend.

dish place layers of hominy,
meat-sauce mixture and grated
cheese. For overriding aesthetic
reasons, begin with hominy and
end with cheese. Bake in a 305 degree oven for 20 minutes or until
the cheese is thoroughly melted,
Since yo~ are c1ever as well as
impoverished, you have by now
got the basic idea concerning casseroles. There are two patte~ns:
A starch thing, a meat thmg,
and a cheese thing
or
A stacch thing, a fish thing, and
a vegetable thing.
The non-starch things must be
prepared in such a manner as to
allow sufficient liquid for all the
flavors to sort of slop together.
You can now construct an infinite
number of casseroles, all of your
own devising. Aren't you proud?
Next: Seasoning hints-and a
word of warning.

Indo-American

''•
'I~

1f

~Is Our Mosflmpot'l.lnf 'Prot/vel

GENERAL
•

ELECTRIC
•

By THOMAS ORMSBY
The impressiveness of the new
Concert Hall lends itself to increasing courage to ask more and
more new and professional groups
to perform for Albuquerque audiences.
This Was vividly illustrated by
last weekend's appearance of the
road show production o£ "Half
A Sixpence.''
Dances Superb
Although the base plays lack
any sort of real .punch, and the
song themselves were weak, if
not easily forgotten, the staging,
direction, and dance sequences of
the show were, for New Mexico
eyes at least, superb.
The company was well-versed
in all of its choreography, and
followed through each sequence
with such reheaJ."sed ease· and confidence as to dazzle the amateurweary eyes ot local patrons.
Professional Melody
The fine acoustics of the new
hall have been luckily blessed with
Professional melody thus far, and ·
the "Sixpence11 company kept to
that record, save perhaps the
semi-tinny voice of the female
lead whose only real problem was
lack of projection.
· .

"second war" in Viet Nam-the
non-military "war" for economic
and social development.
The South Vietnamese contingent will be heJ."e from Oct. 27 to
30. While the workshop will be
headuartered in Albuquerque, the
group will visit smaller communities in the area, including at
least one Indian pueblo.
Dr. Paul V. Petty, SWCEL
director, said that Dr. Harold
Lavender, Dean of Students at
UNM, has been appointed director
for the four-day program which
coincides with the UNM recess
during the annual New Mexico
Education Association convention
on campus.
Dr. Lavender was selected to
head the special workshop because
of his background as a mayor of
a small community, school superintendent, and university adminis-

~.
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Join the Swinging World
of Yamaha
Go with the
"in" crowd on a
TWIN JET 100
The only twin
in the 100cc class
Including competition-bred Oil
Injection System that eliminates
messy gas·oll mixing. Low, low
down payments, monthly pay·
ments to tit aoy budget.

What a way to go! You and a Twin Jet 100 make
an exciting twosome in any circle: 2 cylinders, 2
carbs, 2 chrome exhaust pipes. With an effortless
constant mesh 4-speed gear box. At a price too .
good to pass up. See it and a cycler's dozen at

<

trator. Dr. Lavender also speaks
French, the language of the Vietnamese officials.
The program will be field-oriented, Dr. Petty said. However,
there will be discussion sessions
in addition to field trips. Dr.
Lavender said the group plans to
visit Moriarity to inspect the town
government there and, possibly, to
attend a school board meeting.
The South Vietnamese will observe irrigation projects, public
utility installations, Job Corps operations, and other projects reflecting government-citizen relationships.
Their first stop will be in
Phoenix where they will attend a
national meeting of city managers. Then they will come to Albuquerque for the training session before visiting other sections of the U.S.

BOBBY JIS MOTORCYCLE-.SALES
6316 Domingo Rd., "!.E.

• .. From the makers of Weejuns®

3'444 IY\ONOQRAMS
The lusty brogue redefined, Ounces lighter, doubly
flexible. The Monogram1M plate on the instep is our
mark of quality • . • your mark of distinction.

There's a Plain Tile otyle, too. Both In Black, Golden
and Hawthorn Brown grain cal£ and Cordovan color Corl~m®.

G. H. BASS & CO., 159 Main Street, Wilton, Maine

•
.I.S

Ph. 255-0237
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Wyoming Tops Offe.,se

SPORTS PA6E
EDITOR JEFF DENNARD

The undefeated Wyoming Cowboys took the Western Athletic
Conference total offense lead Saturday to dominate all statistical
categories except forward passing.
The Pokes have averaged 337
yards per game, including 168.4
rushing and 168.4 passing. Their
opponents have done only half as
well, averaging 168 yards per
game, including 40.8 rushing and
127.2 passing.
Although Arizona was idle last
week, the Wildcats are still far
out in front in passing, with an
average of 230 yards per game.
The Brigham Young Cougars
are second in total offense (311.5),
passing (173.), total defense
(219.3) and passing defense
(129.8) a close third in rushing
(137.8), and fourth in rushing
defense (89.5).
Utes Second in Rushing
Utah rushed for 221 yards in a
26-15 victory over Washington
State, and moved into second
place in rushing with an average
of 141.6 yards per game. The Redskins are third in both total de-

Pride Is at Stake
In Wolfpock Gome

DENNIS ELKINS, a senior on the lJNlU golf team, shows off his
stance which has been helpful in his many successes on the links.
Elkins is a former state amateur and city open champion. lie has
been one of the leaders in Lobo golf since joining the squad. In
the recent Tucker Invatitional Tournament Elkins finished seventh
in a field of over seventy golfers.
~~·--·-
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Practice Session
TherH will be a practice sesion
for the card section for the UNMBYU game at 3::30 at the stadium.

City Residents
City Resident Council will meet
tonight, at 7:30, in room 250D of
the Union. All city residents are
invited to come.

WANT ADS
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:
4 line ad.. 65e-4 times, $2.00. Insertions
must be submitted by noon on day before
publication to Room 159, Student Publieations Building. Phone 277-4002 or 277·4102.
SERVICES
TYPEWRITER snl<m & repair. Special
rat<m to UNM students on all mttchines.
Free pickup & delivery. E & E Typewriter Service, 2217 Coal SE, phone 243·
0588.

li'ORSAL'E
lOGo HONDA, 65 c.c., like new, $200 with
helmet. Call 299-4192. 10/20-26.
HELP WANTED
IS your wife busy 1 Can she qualify as a
secretary? If so, have ber contact Us
immediately. Excellent salary and work•
ing hours. Call Barnhill Associates. Mrs.
Sears, 265·7766. 10/17-26.
PERSONALS
DANCE with confidence. New classes be~inning soon. You're only stcpf'l: away
from fun and popularity. Speelnl ar•
rangemcnts for organizations. Call now
.•• V. Meunier, 296·2223. 10/19·26.
MEN, do you want that littla bunny to
swoon at your urbanity? Take a drag
on your flltcr tip and tell her yoU listen
to KHFM at. 06.3 Me. It's sure to send
a shiver of delight thru her.
SUNDAY Dinner I The Girls of the Gold.
en Heart are holding a public barbecue
Oct. 23 from 5-7 p.m. Don't worry about
Dinner on Sunday-come over to the
Sig E1> house, 1901 Lns Lomas for a
great meal. Only 76 cents n Plate.
. . 10/20, 21.

-::-::-:::::--::--;;-=LO::-'ST & li'OUND
LOST. Ladles Bulovn watch between Law
parking lot and Mitchell Hall, Reward
offered. Phone 299·4627, 10/20, 21.

Henry Announces
Crafts Workshop
Instructional workshops have
been announced by "Bub" Henry,
the manager of the Union Crafts
Area. The workshops are designed to provide interested people with the basic skills involved
in a wide variety of crafts.
Such activities as photography,
block printing, and Japanese
floral arrangements, will be offered. The crafts area is open
for general use any evening and
on Saturday.

Slides of World
Go around the world in eighty
minutes-come to the Student Religious Liberals slide-showirtg,
featuring slides from all over the
world, on Sunday, Oct. 23, from 7
to 9 p.m. in room 231 A-B of the
Union. Free refreshments. Everyone welcome.

NEW

By JEFF DENNARD
When the UNM Lobos bust helmets with the Brigham Young
Cougars at University Stadium
this Saturday afternoon there will
be a revenge motive involved.
The Lobos have many reasons to
play up to their potential in the
BYU contest. First and most important is the need for a win. As
coach ·Bill Weeks said at his
weekly press conference, "We
need a victory in the biggest way
right now. Our confidence is lagging and the only way to overcome that is to win.''
Game Will Be On TV
Another good reason for a
strong showing is that the Lobos
are being shown to most of the
states in the Rocky Mountain
area via regional television. The
last time the Wolfpack was on the
tube they were badly beaten by
a fine Wyoming team 33-7. That
was hack in 1961 and the Lobos
would like the 'fV viewers to know
that they have improved. Of
course as the representative of
the University and the state there
is a certain amount of prestige to
uphold.
Lobos Need To Get Even
The last big reason for the
need of a victory over the Cougars is a matter of pride. Last
year BYU actually toyed with
the Lobos on their way to a 42-8
victory over the W olfpack and
their first conference championship. The Lobos have some getting even to do,
The young men of the Wolfpack are a proud bunch and like
anyone else with pride they do
not like to lose. The comeback
trail is open; there is no better
time to start than right now and
there would be no sweeter victory
than one over BYU. Let's get out
to the pep rally and the game
and support those boys,

OUR SIXTY-SEVENTH YEAR OF EDITORIAL FREEDOM

fense (232.6) and rushing defense midfield; two for 54 yards and one
for 52, a multiple feat unequalled
(76.3).
Wyoming quarterback Rick in NCAA history,
Two Passers Equal Record
Egloff regained the Western
'fwo
passers this season have
Athletic Conference lead in total
offense Saturday while Mark equalled the WAC record of four
Reed, the leader last \Veek, en- touchdown throws in a single
joyed an open date with his Ari- game. Virgil Carter, BYU, turned
the trick against Utah State and
zona teammates.
Egloff amassed· 184 yards Mark Reed, Ari:~;ona, rang the bell
against Ne\V Mexico, boosting four times against New Mexico.
his total gains to 791. Reed stood Carter originated the record last
pat with 711 for second place; year, against Utah.
The potential explosive power
but is still on top in passing \Vith
62 completions and a success ratio of Arizona State is illustrated by
the fact that three Sun Devils
of .564.
John Ogden, Brigham Young have turned in the longest runs in
fullback, added 68 yards to bring their specialties. Travis Williams
his rushing total to 351, widening bas the league's longest rush: 74
his lead over second-place Jim yards for a TD against WashingKiick, Wyoming, who has 279. ton State; Plummer ran 85 yards
Although idle Saturday, Arizona's for a touchdown gallop after inJim Greth is still far ahead in tercepting a West Texas State
pass; and Jim Williams made a
pass receiving, \Vith 32 catches.
Wyoming's Jerry DePoyster in- 39-yard touchdown sprint while
creased his scoring lead by kick- returning a West Texas State
ing three more field goals and a punt.
pair of conversions, padding his
total to 37 points. His three field
goals grought his season accumulation to 9 ami his career total to
17, both new Western Athletic
Makers of Hand Made,
Conference records. He also conIndian Jewelry
tinued to lead in punting \Vith an
average of 41.1.
OLDTOWN
NM's Wagner Tops Kickoffs
Other leaders are Vic Washinggvie your clothes
ton, Wyoming, punt returns of
Sanitone
143 yards; Ken Wagner, Ne\V
Professional
care!
Mexico. kickoff returns of 148
yards; and John Pautsch, New
Call243-5671
Mexico, four pass interceptions.
Don Wilhelm, Arizona sophomore, kicked a 49-yard field goal
in the third quarter of the night
game with New Mexico. He knew
that he had tied the old WAC
record, but he ·hadn't yet heard
about the new one. Six hours
earlier, in an afternoon game,
700 Broadway NE
Wyoming's Jerry DePoyster had
200 Wyoming SE
kicked three field goals fr~o~m~p~a~s~t:_~~~~~~~~=~~~~~
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i;:{ FORMALS
SEMI-FORMALS
COCKTAIL DRESSES
Albuquerque's Largos!
and Most CompletB Gown Shop

•

'

BICYCLES USED

PROFESSIONAL - SPORT - TOURING, 10 & 15 Speed
e We can order most other names
• Folding Bikes Available
-Don't forget our Service Center - We service any brandSTELBER

RUTLEDGE

Talking Tricycles

$39.95

Bozo-Mickey Mouse-Donald Duck
-··

·--~

Tires & lhorn Resistant Tubes
20·26 in. $3.00 oa •
27 in. Gumwalls $3.50
Clement Tubulars
New Order In

3 speecl English
Mens or Ladies

A B C PARKVIEWS
CHAINWHEEL
6105 Anderson SE
256-9190
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CAUTION: SOFT SHOULDER
A lambs\Vool classic pullover in the v.
neck tradition. An easy-going way of add·
ing to your sweater collection that's available at the Establishment in a line-up of
worthy colours.
·
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Big Pep Reilly Is Planned

for Toni.ght

.,

See Inside Page •••
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Jrtntutn's
.TERRACj: AT CENTRAL SE
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See Page Two •••
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Gitaoe- Legnano- Cazanave
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